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CHAPTER 4: SIGNAGE AND WAYFINDING
A new wayfinding sign system in and around Uptown is recommended. This new wayfinding system
will provide a number of benefits to the Uptown area including:




Visitors to the area will be able to find their destination easier
New signage will upgrade the appearance of the streets
Removal of existing signage will help to establish clear messages

4.1

Existing Conditions
4.1.1 Sign Audit

A sign audit of the study area was conducted in the fall of 2004. The audit consisted of
photographing signage (or lack thereof) on major streets and at major intersections throughout the
study area and on sections of interstates, which supply the study area.
In addition to photographing the signs, a sign database was developed which included the following
data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File name
Sign Type
Location number
Mount Type
Street
Graphics Condition
Nearest intersection
Structural Condition
Neighborhood
Paint Condition

These photographs and this data have been assembled into a database organized by street and
intersection, and is available under separate cover.
4.1.2 Survey Of Current Conditions
Based on the sign audit and a field review of existing signage, the following list summarizes signage
issues and concerns in the Uptown area:
1. Interstate Signage
• Hospital sign on I-71 and I-75 is potentially confusing. Sign message “Hospital” implies there
is only one hospital at Exit 3 on I-71 and Exit 3 on I-75.
• I-74 has no signage that instructs which way motorists should take on I-75 to Hospitals, UC
and Zoo.
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•
•

Interstate blazes to guide motorists back to the expressways, are not consistently located to
inform motorists. Routing on secondary streets, back to Interstate, is not always the most
convenient.
Reading Rd corridor (into Uptown) needs clearer directions, especially just after
Liberty going north, as it is easy to inadvertently get onto I-71.

2. City Street Signage
• Existing wayfinding signs are deteriorated and illegible.
• Refurbished wayfinding signs along Taft and Burnet are illegible, due to type size being too
small, and contrast too light.
• Parking lots and garages can be difficult to find.
• Emergency hospital blazes are sometimes deteriorated or missing. (See map on p.6)
• Though intended for bicyclists only, destinations listed on bike route signs inadvertently offer
confusing and incorrect routing information to motorists.
• Miscellaneous signs are placed haphazardly, creating visual clutter and possibly failing to
communicate their messages.
• “Sign creep”, the accumulation of numerous generations of signage, has created a haphazard
environment where signs cancel each other’s effectiveness.
• Visitors do not currently recognize they have entered Uptown as a “district.”
• Retail districts in Uptown are not signed or “celebrated.”
3. Street Infrastructure
• Existing traffic poles, sometimes used for wayfinding blazes, are deteriorated and need
painting. Some sign panels are completely faded. Poles are strapped with many generations of
old hardware that adds to visual clutter.
• Old Uptown wayfinding signs have been obscured by mature trees.
• Old wayfinding sign panels are in a general state of disrepair.
4. Bike/Pedestrian Routes
• The few striped bike lanes in Uptown are rarely swept, making them hazardous for bikes.
• There is very little, if any, secure bike parking in Uptown.
• The current bike route map of Uptown and surrounding region is outdated.
• Bike route signs are inconsistently located, confusing and/or in disrepair.
• No bike path is designated with signage through the UC campus.
• There are almost no bike path markings on pavement, which would help cyclists understand
routes and make motorists more aware of cyclists. In all of Uptown the only striped bike route
is on Goodman, on UC’s East Uptown campus
• Many key intersections within Uptown are very wide and not necessarily pedestrian-friendly.
• The new bicycle path through the EPA campus is not signed.
• Pedestrians and bicyclists do not have a map to reference while en route.
• There are no designated taxi stands in Uptown.
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5. Neighborhood and District Identity
• Anecdotal research reveals that the concept of “Uptown” is not yet understood by the local
population and visitors.
• Uptown does not yet have its own identity.
• Uptown neighborhood signs are illegible and deteriorated.
• Retail districts do not have any identification.
• Pedestrians are not aware of the locations of key destinations, including walkable paths in
Uptown.
6. Shuttle/Metro Transit
• Metro bus stop signs identifying routes are deteriorated and sometimes missing completely.
• There are no metro bus schedules or maps posted anywhere in Uptown.
• There is no information posted about the UC shuttles off-campus, even though they are open to
the public.
• Shuttle buses are not yet visually unified under an Uptown brand.
4.1.3 Analysis Of Wayfinding Problems In Uptown
History of the Existing Uptown Sign System
Installed in the early ‘80s, Uptown’s original sign system was designed to work simultaneously for
vehicles and pedestrians. According to the original location plans, 84 Uptown signs were originally
installed.
In 1997, recognizing that the system was in need of repair, the City hired a consultant to inventory the
signs and report on their possible repair. This consultant provided a sign inventory and described the
difficulties the City would encounter, if repair was attempted. The consultant reported that the only
salvageable component of the signage was the sign foundations.
No further actions were taken by the City.
In 2004, signs along Taft and Burnet were reworked to provide directions to Cincinnati Children’s
Hospital for traffic exiting I-71 at Taft Road.
The Current State of the Uptown Sign System
Though seriously deteriorated, many of Uptown’s original signs stand, today. Many sign messages are
faded and no longer legible. Some sign structures are leaning and covered with rust and, therefore, not
able to be effectively retrofitted. Tree limbs have grown to cover many signs and, in some cases, sign
locations are no longer relevant.
(Most signs installed in an outdoor environment will not survive more than 10 to 15 years. Even the
most durable exterior-grade paints and vinyl graphics carry a warrantee against fading for only 5 to 10
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years.) In this regard, the original Uptown sign system has performed well.
Review of the original construction drawings, indicates that sign fabrication has varied from the
details articulated by the sign designers. Perhaps, due to “value-engineering”, details have been
changed, which may have reduced the short-term cost of fabrication, but may have compromised the
long-term serviceability of the system.
In regard to the retrofitted signs installed in 2004, though they attempted to conform to the original
design, their messages are not highly legible. The proportions of the existing signs are small, and
therefore legibility, for a passenger in a vehicle traveling at approximately 35 mph, is limited. The cap
height of the letters is only 3 inches, which is not sufficient for moving traffic.
Uptown requires a new flexible sign system that can adapt to changing needs.
City Street Signage
For the past several years, the City of Cincinnati has been developing a multi-phased wayfinding sign
system for the central business district and will implement Phase II of this program in early 2005,
which will expand it north to Central Parkway.
The phased expansion of this signage system presents a unique opportunity for Uptown to be
mentioned at several key junctures, directing traffic up Reading, Vine Street and Central Parkway.
The Uptown Transportation Planning Team will coordinate with the City to make sure Uptown
destinations are integrated into this program.
In addition to installing these new signs, an effort should be made to eliminate deteriorated signs,
which clutter Uptown streets.
Shuttle/Metro Transit
The Uptown Transportation Team is studying options for a unified shuttle service, which would serve
Uptown’s institutions, as well as, the public. Signage should be developed that would make shuttle
stops more obvious to the community and shuttle routes should be posted to allow users to plan their
trips.
Bike/Pedestrian Routes
Bike route signs in Uptown are inconsistently located. There is anecdotal evidence that bike route
signs are confusing some motorists who were driving to the Zoo.
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Information about Uptown shuttle routes, bike routes and walking routes should be made available at
key hubs throughout Uptown, to help bikers and walkers plan their routes. An Uptown District map
could be posted throughout the area at key locations, while a print version could be downloaded off
the internet or handed out on campus and at neighborhood retail establishments.
Neighborhood Identity
Though not part of the scope of this study, neighborhood identity signage is a related issue.
Neighborhood identity signs will continue to be an important “landmarking” tool for people trying to
find their way around Uptown.
In the next phase of this project, further consideration will be given to improving neighborhood
signage.

4.2

Recommendations

An analysis of approach routes to Uptown destinations was conducted to identify preferred signage
routes to the primary destinations in the Uptown area. An example of the path or route analysis is
shown on Figure 4-1. Based on this route analysis, key decision points were identified as shown on
Figure 4-2. These decision points are the general locations where Uptown directional signage will be
needed.
A schematic plan for a new Uptown sign system has been developed. This plan includes design
guidelines for a comprehensive family of signs and preliminary designs for the look of the new signs,
as well as guidelines for typical messages and locations. Figure 4-3 shows the various types of signs in
the recommended wayfinding package. The following table contains estimates of the number of each
type of sign and the estimated unit cost per sign to arrive at the estimated total cost for the complete
sign package.
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Figure 4-1:
Paths From I-471
(NORTHBOUND)

Figure 4-2:
Potential Decision Points

Figure 4-3:
Concept Sign Designs
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TABLE 4-1
Estimated Sign Costs
Preliminary Sign Costs
Sign
Type

Sign
Total

Lowest
Unit
Price

Lowest
Unit
Cost

Highest
Unit
Price

Highest
Unit Cost

Vehicular Directional Signs
1A

Vehicular Directional (5" letter ht)

45

$3,000

$135,000

$4,031

$181,395

1B

Vehicular Directional (4" letter ht)

30

$2,975

$89,250

$3,966

$118,980

1C

Vehicular Blazes

250

$250

$62,500

$575

$143,750

Subtotal

$286,750

$444,125

Pedestrian Directional Signs
2A

Service Marker

200

$1,525

$305,000

$2,000

$400,000

2A.1

Topper (for 2B)

30

$265

$7,950

$1,515

$45,450

Service Blade Sign

40

$2,000

$80,000

$3,285

$131,400

2B
Subtotal

$392,950

$576,850

Directory Signs
3A

Freestanding Directory

15

$3,590

$53,850

$5,000

$75,000

Subtotal

$53,850

$75,000

Total
Tax
Permits

$733,550
$0
$0
$73,350

$1,095,975
$0
$0
$109,600

$807,000

$1,200,000

Engineering And Design
GRAND
TOTAL
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